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Introduction

In the winter and spring quarters of 1972, Professor John S.
Adams
taught a geography course at the University of Minnesota titled:
Analysis.

Metropolitan

The course presented a variety of quantitative techniques and ways

that could be used to study metropolitan structure, urban processes, and
the
spatial behavior of people within urban areas as they shop, visit,
travel to
and from work, and search for and move to new residences.
Each of the 60 undergraduate and graduate students in the class
was required to undertake a field project in addition to his
readings, exams, and class participation.

normal class work of

One of the five field projects, and

by far the most popular, was a study of the location of the impacts
of a sample
of the new housing that was constructed in the Twin City area between
1969 and
1971.

The results of that study are reported here.
Twenty-four students worked in ten teams of one to four members.

Eight

were graduate students from geography, management and transportation
, and
engineering.

The rest were undergraduates in liberal arts, business, engineer-

ing, and architecture.

The teams studied the impacts of 755 new housing units

built at 14 central city and suburban locations.

Each team was charged with

tracking down the locations from which the new housing drew its occupan
ts, then
the origins of households who moved in to replace those occupants,
and so on
until the move chains or vacancy chains ended.
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The project served two important purposes.

First, it was an extremely

successful teaching device because it exposed all 24 students to a wide range
of people, housing units, and neighborhoods as they verified classroom notions
about intra-urban migration, housing search and choice, trickle-down theories
of housing, and socioeconomic mobility of households at different stages of
the family life cycle.

Secondly, the project produced some hard data to

answer the questions:

What geographical locations absorb the impact of new

housing construction?

Are the effects highly localized so that, for instance,

subsidized housing for the elderly spreads its effects over a confined area
of just a few blocks?

Or do the consequences quickly spread over the city,

the metropolitan area and even the State of Minnesota?

No one seems to know

the answers; indeed, these questions seem not to have been raised before.
Each student team designed and administered its own questionnaire, but
each team was required to trace the move or vacancy chains regardless of the
other data they collected.

This report presents the comparable vacancy chain

data assembled in the same format by all teams.

The data vary in quality

because of differences in the skill, ingenuity, and persistence of the student
teams while in the field.

Nevertheless, remarkably clear patterns emerge.

Vacancy Chains:

What They Are and What They Show

A newly constructed housing unit within a metropolitan housing market
comprises a vacancy as soon as it is available for occupancy.

A family

that moves into the unit transmits the vacancy to the family's previous
address.

The family and the vacancy move simultaneously and in opposite

directions.
One way to study the housing process is to describe and analyze the
careers of families as they form, grow older, change their incomes, their
size, status aspirations, and tastes.

In most families, changes in income

or social status, or the transition from one stage to another in the family
life cycle trigger corresponding adjustments in housing requirements.
Mobile families moving through a geographically fixed local housing
stock is one view of the housing process.

Yet the view is complicated by

the special preferences of many families.

Some couples will move to a larger

apartment or to a house when their first child is born, yet others will stay
in a small apartment.

Some households will translate a job promotion and

salary raise into a fancier house, while others will increase outlays for
entertainment, clothing, or cars.

A widow or widower may or may not choose

to vacate a large empty house when left to live in it alone.
Another view of the local housing process traces the flow of vacancies.
Vacancies are created when a new housing unit is built, when an old unit is
subdivided, when a family dies, or when a household leaves the local market.
When a vacancy at address A is filled by a family moving in from B, the
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vacancy is transmitted from A to the family's previous address B.

The

two addresses, A and B, form the first link in the vacancy chain.

Address

B is vacant until a family moves in from address C.

Addresses B and C form

the second link in the chain, and so on.
The vacancy chain grows outward from the original vacancy, link by
link, until the chain ends.

A vacancy chain ends when a housing unit is

demolished, consolidated into another unit, stands permanently vacant or leaves
the local housing market area.
The length of a vacancy chain, measured by the number of links,
determines the amount of local impact created by a new housing unit.

If a

chain has seven links, seven households were able to acquire housing more preferable than what they previously occupied.
The location of the links in the chain and the location of the vacancy
chain end reveal the extent to which housing construction and other vacancycreating activities at one location affect housing opportunities for people
elsewhere in the local housing market.
In the research reported here we asked several specific questions
about new housing construction and vacancy chains in the Twin City metropolitan
area:
(1)

How long are the vacancy chains that were created by new high rise
public housing for the elderly in Minneapolis and St. Paul?

(2)

What parts of the.Twin Cities housing market are affected by new
public housing?
neighoorhoods?
central cities?

Do vacancy chains end in the projects' immediate
Are the chain ends scattered throughout the
Or do the benefits of central city public housing,

as measured by the location of vacancy chain ends, spill out into
the suburbs?

(3)

How long are the vacancy chains that come from privately constructed housing of different kinds?

(4)

Where do the chains end that were created by new private housing
constructed in various suburban areas?

Two high rise public housing projects for the law income elderly in
St. Paul were selected for study, one in the northeastern corner of the city
and the other in the southwest.

Projects near the center of the city in

several heavily studied areas were ignored to avoid further intrusions on
residents (Figure 1):
(1)

Highland Apartments, 899 Cleveland Avenue; and

(2)

Hillcrest Apartments, 1743 East Iowa Avenue.

We studied vacancy chains from three high rise public housing projects
for the low-income elderly in Minneapolis (Figure 2):
(3)

Twin Towers, East 24th Street at 5th Avenue South;

(4) 630 Cedar Avenue South; and
(5)

Charles L. Horn Towers, West 31st Street at Blaisdell Avenue South.

Projects in the private housing sector were all located in the suburbs.
The first pair of projects contained virtually identical housing but at widely
separated sites (Figure 3):
(6)

Orrin Thompson single detached houses at Riverview in Coon Rapids;
and

(7)

Orrin Thompson single detached houses at Green Leaf in Apple Valley.

The fourth group of new housing units contains a variety of housing
styles at widely dispersed locations (Figure 4):
(8)

New single family homes in Mounds View,

(9)

Shelter Corporation Patio Homes at Lakebtidge Estates, Inver
Grove Heights; and

(10) Orrin Thompson Town Houses, Apple Valley.
In three supplementary studies a public housing project for the
elderly in Hopkins was also surveyed, along with two suburban apartment projects.
Procedures

Research was carried out between January and June, 1972.

We consulted

officials in public housing authorities and private industry in the Twin
Cities and selected projects for study that had opened for occupancy between
1969 and 1971.

Each student team worked with one or two projects.

Teams

selected a sample of addresses within a project and then contacted the occupants.
After confirming that the occupant was the first occupant of the housing unit,
the interviewer asked for the household's previous address and the date on
which that address was vacated.

If the previous address was in the Twin City

area, the interviewer visited or contacted the previous address to locate the
household that had filled the vacancy created by the departure of the former
household for the new housing unit.

When the right household was contacted,

the interviewer asked for its previous address and the date it was vacated,
.then visited that address, and so on until the chain ended.
Each vacancy chain was described in a set of one to seven questionnaires.
Each household supplied one questionnaire and each questionnaire supplied two
addresses:

its current address, and its former address.

Findings

.

The 303 public housing vacancy chains studied had an average

length of only 1.6 links.

The 116 chains traced to valid ends (demolition,

permanent vacancy, incorporation into another unit, or move to another city)
averaged only 2.0 links (Table 1).

TABLE 1.--VACANCY CHAIN LENGTHS FOR SELECTED PUBLIC AND PRIVATE
HOUSING PROJECTS OPENED FOR OCCUPANCY 1969 TO 1971

# of
Chains
Studied

Average
Length

# of Chains
Traced to
Valid Ends

Average
Length

Public Housing--St. Paul
Highland
Hillcrest

50
47

1.6
1.9

18
29

1.9
2.1

Public Housing--Minneapolis
Twin Towers
630 Cedar Avenue
Horn Towers

72
88
46

1.7
1.6
1.4

22
34
13

2.0
2.0
1.5

Private Housing: Identical
Houses at Different Locationsa
Riverview in Coon Rapids
Green Leaf in Apple Valley

25
25

2.1
2.1

25
25

2.1
2.1

Other Private Housing
Mounds View--New Singles
Shelter Corp. Patio Homes
Orrin Thompson Town Houses

15
28
22

2.5
2.1
1.6

8
25
10

2.9
2.2
2.0

All Public Housing

303

1.6

116

2.0

All Private Housing

115

2.1

93

2.2

Project

aOnly 4 of 50 chains reach invalid ends because of incorrect information
or non-cooperation. Average lengths are unaffected.

2.
project.

Vacancy chains from public projects ended in the vicinity of the
Most chains ended before they could spread much throughout the city

and suburbs.
3.

The principal effect of the public housing, as measured by the

structure of the vacancy chains, is to upgrade the average quality of the
housing used by the elderly poor (and the young poor who seem to compete for
the same housing) in the neighborhoods where the projects are built.
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4.

Private housing that is built for middle and upper middle incomes

transmits its vacancies (a) throughout the urban area, or (b) outside the
urban area by capturing newcomers to the area, and (c) among a certain age
class of buyers.

The destination of the vacancies seems to depend more on

location of the new housing than on price or style of home.
5.
housing.

Vacancy chains are very easy to trace from middle and upper priced
Elderly residents of public housing were suspicious, fearful, for-

getful, lonely, and often unable to supply the details needed to trace the
chains, thus accounting for a large share of the chains which terminated with
invalid ends.
6.

The 115 private chains that were studied and mapped had average

lengths of 2.1 links.

In 93 cases the chains were traced to valid ends and

averaged 2.2 links.
7.

A survey of two publicly subsidized housing projects in Hopkins

disclosed that a majority of the direct beneficiaries, the first occupants of
the new housing, were persons previously living outside Hopkins.

Metropolitan

and statewide benefits of suburban efforts in publicly-assisted housing suggest
a need for broader metropolitan coordination and assistance for publiclyassisted housing throughout the metropolitan area.
8.

New housing in the south and southwest suburbs, whether houses for

sale or apartments for rent, is disporportionately attractive for newcomers to
the metropolitan area.

Such geographical segmentation of the metropolitan

housing market mutes the effects of surpluses or shortages in one area on the
operation of the housing markets in adjacent areas.

Twin City Housing Markets
and Chains of Housing Opportunity

In the sprawling Twin City metropolitan area there are several hclusing
submarkets whose interrelations are only dimly understood.

On the supply

side we know in a general way that construction, demolition, subdividing,
and consolidation of housing units in one submarket will affect other submarkets, just as we know that on the demand side, inmigration, outmigration,
births, deaths, family formation rates, and changes in disposable incomes
raise or lower the need for different kinds of housing.

Yet it is unclear

how to partition a metropolitan market in order to monitor the effects of
supply and demand changes.
We could subdivide the housing inventory in terms of population density and classify houses or neighborhoods according to the amount of private
open space available per person.

Another classification could be made

according to the size and quality of the housing units themselves, from
spacious and expensive to cramped and cheap.

Still another approach -- per-

haps the most promising -- would be to partition the housing market geographically according to location or subareas like North Oaks, Crocus Hill, St.
Anthony Park, or Richfield.
It is necessary to subdivide the metropolitan housing market in order
to analyze interactions between demand and supply.

An especially important

interaction is the effect of new public and private housing construction at
one location on the operations of the housing markets at other locations.

For

example, construction of new housing in part of one municipality affects
supply and demand patterns elsewhere in that municipality and still
other effects spill over into nearby municipalities.

The way

in which

housing change in one area affects housing opportunities in other areas underlies a central question of the extent to which housing questions are inherently
metropolitan instead of local concerns.
Take the example of public housing for the elderly which typically has
been constructed at center city locations by municipal authorities.

Does the
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construction of public housing for the elderly really increase the supply of
housing for the elderly, or does it merely raise its average quality?

It

is possible that housing programs for the elderly provide a convenient
rationale for demolishing dilapidated structures and redeveloping the sites.
Alternatively, it is possible that public housing for the elderly, by its
very visibility and popularity, encourages outstate elderly to migrate to the
Twin Cities and increases the demand for low rent housing for the elderly.
The public housing programs may reduce crowding in homes where families have
doubled up to make room for grandparents, and they may also encourage low
income elderly to release large underused houses for use by larger younger
families.

Another genuine possibility is that when central city housing

authorities build public housing for the elderly, they take some demand
pressure off suburban municipalities and indirectly perform an essential
metropolitan function which should be directly coordinated by the Metropolitan
Council.

Yet it is equally probable that publicly assisted housing in the

central parts of the core cities is too remote from peripheral and from suburban locations to be attractive to low income elderly who may otherwise
qualify for it.

Each is a possibility, but no one currently knows for sure

the market consequences of this specific public housing program, of other
public housing programs, or of the private programs underway at diverse
locations throughout the metropolitan area.
In the private sector, where do new suburban home buyers and renters
come from?
there?

Do they move out from central city areas and release housing

Or do they merely move in from nearby used housing so that a suburban

municipality which directly encourages rapid development, indirectly promotes
rapid housing turnover and high average vacancy rates?

Which of the sub-
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markets captures new arrival immigrants from out of town, or does each of
the various submarkets serve both new and old residents?
Lansing and others studied over a thousand vacancy chains created by
new housing of different kinds and prices at different locations.

The per-

centage of poor families in the vacancy chains started very low, then rose
rapidly to stabilize at something over 10 percent.

As the vacancies were re-

transmitted, upwardly mobile families were moving into housing that presumably
was better for their needs and circumstances (Table 2).

TABLE 2.--PERCENTAGE OF POOR IN VACANCY CHAINS

Link

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Percentage Poora

4
6
13
12
17
11
12

Number of Families

1034
703
435
238
139
73
89

aA
poor family is defined as one receiving an annual
income less than $1,000 plus $500N where N equals the
number of persons in the family. Source: John B.
Lansing et al. New Homes and Poor People: A Study of
Chains of Moves. Ann Arbor: Institute for Social
Research, 1969. pp. 38-40.

In this study of the structure of the vacancy chains that were created
by new public and private housing construction in the Twin City area between
1969 and 1971, maps and discussion of the chains appear
conclusions and policy implications come next.

first.

General

Several sections conclude with

a description of research procedures and suggestions for further research or
follow-up studies.
avoid repetition.

Similar discussions are omitted from remaining sections to
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Hillcrest Apartments and Highland Apartments, St. Paul

The Hillcrest Tower opened in September 1970 in the northeast corner
of the city of St. Paul.

The Highland Tower also opened in fall, 1970 in

the southwest corner of the city (Figure 1).

At the time the buildings

opened the St. Paul Housing and Redevelopment Authority required that persons
had to be at least 62 years old or permanently disabled, in need of housing,
with no more than $6,000 in assets (not including personal and household
effects), and annual incomes under $3,600 for an individual or $4,400 for a
two-person family.

If one's home had been taken by a public action, the first

$15,000 in proceeds from the sale was excluded from assets, and income limits
were raised to $4,300 and $5,200.
Rent is based on income.
of adjusted gross income.

Including utilities it usually is 22 percent

Applicants for St. Paul public housing for the

elderly must have resided in the city for six months prior to application unless they have lived in the city for five years but were forced to move by
circumstances beyond their control.

Persons owning real estate in which they

can live, in or within 30 miles of St. Paul, are ineligible for public housing.
Eligible individuals and families receive preference if they were displaced by
public action.
The Highland Apartments are in a medium density upper income area, with
two-thirds of the housing built in the 1940's and 1950's.

Hillcrest Tower

is in a low density middle class neighborhood built up after 1950.

About 50

persons from each high rise; or about half the residents, were interviewed in
March, 1972.

Each was asked:

did you move?"

"What was your previous address?" and "When

These data permitted location of their previous addresses and

correct identification of the household that replaced them.

An additional

z

Miles

Miles

HILLCREST - FIRST LINK

HIGHLAND - FIRST LINK

0

1

2
I

3

4

0
I

5

1
I

2
I

3
I

4

5
I

Miles

Miles

HILLCREST - SECOND LINK

HIGHLAND - SECOND LINK

Figure I
VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY TWO HIGH RISE PUBLIC HOUSING PROJECTS FOR THE ELDERLY IN ST. PAUL
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question, "Did someone move into your home after you moved out?," saved a
search for demolished or vacant housing.

If someone had moved in, the same

set of questions was asked of current occupants provided they were the immediate
successors of the elderly.

Otherwise an effort was made to locate the suc-

cessors and interview them.
Each chain of addresses was followed to a valid end whenever possible.
A valid end was defined as a demolished building, a move from outside the city,
a vacant residence, or the consolidation of a housing unit into another unit.
When persons leave their children's home or their parents' home, the rooms that
are vacated are assumed to be consolidated or incorporated into the rest of
the residence.

Links that were created by persons leaving an address because

of divorce or separation were also treated as consolidations.

Many chains

were incompletely measured because of incorrect information or else the tenants
refused to cooperate with interviewers.
At Highland Apartments, 50 chains were studied.
all 50 chains was 1.6 links.

The average length of

Of the 18 chains for which valid ends were located

the average length was 1.9 links.

Of the 47 sample chains that began at Hill-

crest Apartments, the average measured chain length was 1.9 links.

The 29

chains that were traced to valid ends as defined above had an average length of
2.1 links (Table 3).
Combining results for all 97 chains from the two projects shows an
average length of 1.9 links, whereas the 47 chains with valid ends averaged 2.0
links compared to 2.22 for people of similar socioeconomic status in White's
1969 study.
The chains are short because the first link along with most subsequent
links involve the elderly poor and other poor, who are people at or near the
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bottom of the socioeconomic ladder.

Except for the public housing units,

the housing units typically used by the poor all along the vacancy chains in
the private sector were small apartments, sometimes only one room, of poor
quality, rapidly approaching the end of their useful life in the filter down
process and often ready for removal and replacement.

TABLE 3.--VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY HIGHLAND AND
HILLCREST APARTMENTS, ST. PAUL

Highland

Hillcrest
All
Chains

Chain
Length

1
2
3
4

17
20
9
1

Total

47

Average
Length
(links)
Source:

1.9

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

_

All
Chains

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

8
12
8
1

27
16
7
0

7
5
6
0

29

50

18

2.1

1.6

1.9

Original interview data.

When the elderly poor move into public high rise apartments, the vacated
housing is unattractive to families who can afford better housing.

Presumably

there are few families who are worse off financially than the elderly poor who
qualify for publicly-assisted housing.

There are few people therefore who

could "move up" to the newly evacuated housing.
Thus, when new housing is built explicitly for the elderly poor, or
other poor for that matter, we expect the vacancy chains to be short because
there is little chance for much household adjustment up to better housing
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except for the persons who get the new units, unless new housing is built
in volumes large enough to cause major price declines.

The major consequence

then when new units are built is that the average quality of housing occupied
by the elderly poor rises dramatically.

This alone is a worthy goal.

We

should not be dismayed by the lack of important second round effects.
The locations of the links in the vacancy chains describe the location
of the impact of the new construction on Twin City housing markets.

The first

link origins, or first round of effects from the two towers are clustered
around an axis that connects the two buildings (Figure 1).

Hillcrest origins

show a concentration in the northeast near the tower, whereas Highland origins
cluster in the southwest.

Both towers, however, drew a substantial number of

persons from other public housing projects near the center of the city.
In St. Paul the low income elderly live in an elliptical shaped region
centered north and west of downtown.

The major axis of this region runs north-

east into the old Trout Creek manufacturing area and southwest through older
areas along Marshall and Grand.

Each tower transmitted some of its vacancies

to this general region, and the rest went to its immediate neighborhood.
each tower produces a neighborhood effect and a city-wide effect.

Thus

None of the

first link vacancies were transmitted out of the city because only city residents are eligible for public housing.
The first links that originate outside the central region of elderly
poor persons are concentrated in narrow zones near the towers.

This pattern

develops because of the competitive drawing power of other high rises for the
low income elderly in St. Paul which were occupied about the same time.

The

data for Hillcrest and Highland Towers suggest that St. Paul could be divided
into regions centered on high rise public housing for the elderly.

The average
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first link move was 3.1 miles but this figure masks the bimodal distribution
of move lengths.

First link moves from the nearby neighborhood were much

shorter than 3.1 miles as movers stayed within familiar surroundings.

Moves

from the central zone of elderly poor were often much longer than three miles,
going from old high density areas into unfamiliar but newer lower density,
higher prestige and better maintained neighborhoods.
We asked residents of the towers, "What was more important in your
decision to move:

this particular neighborhood or this particular building?"

The responses were about evenly divided, but they revealed a strong attachment
to familiar neighborhoods.

The St. Paul Housing Authority gives clients some

choice as to location and the Hillcrest and Highland waiting lists were long
compared to other buildings.

Although most residents mentioned low rent as the

main reason for moving to public housing, the low rent had to be tied to a
neighborhood they liked and close to family and shopping facilities.
There were 43 second link addresses that cotad be mapped for the two
towers.

They were distributed in about the same northeast-southwest shaped

pattern as the first links but locations were more diffused.

The second link

moves averaged 1.4 miles compared with 3.1 miles for the first links.
aged persons were absent from second link addresses.

Middle

The low income old and

young seem to vie for small inexpensive housing units, whereas the middle age
groups with much larger space needs and greater means to pay, form an entirely
different submarket.
There were too few third link addresses to analyze.

The fact that the

chains are so short means that the construction of public housing for the low
income elderly, whether it is constructed at the aged core of the city or in
neighborhoods built up since the 1940's, has significant and immediate effects
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on average housing enjoyed by the occupants, but that there are few second
and virtually no later round effects created by the transmission of the vacancy
chains.

The map of second link locations also documents the fact that the

market impact of the public high rise towers is almost exclusively confined to
the city of St. Paul.

Unfortunately, we have no way to know whether the chains

with invalid ends follow the same patterns as those with valid ends.

Research Procedures:

Hillcrest and Highland Apartments

In the Highland Apartments survey it was necessary to approach every
apartment to get fifty cooperative residents.
same for the Hillcrest survey.

The situation was much the

Thus, random sampling was impossible.

survey was conducted by a separate two-person team.
vacancy chain was contacted in person.

Each

The first link in every

Subsequent links were often contacted

by telephone and by mail.
The first three questions dealt with the actual move.

Other informa-

tion was collected because of the interests of the interviewers:
your last address before you moved here?
Why did you move?

Month?

. than you were before?

Vacant?

Other?

Are you now closer to your job

Which was more important to you in your decision to

this particular neighborhood or this particular building?

of household?
in now:

Year?

Did someone move into your previous home after you left?

If no, was it demolished?

move:

When did you move?

"What was

Number in household?

Single family?

Duplex?

Renter?

Apartment?

Owner?
Other?"

Age of head

Type of building living
Several questions were

only applicable to second, third, and subsequent links.
The elderly persons who were interviewed generally could not understand
a lengthy description of the study and their suspicion grew with the length of
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the introduction.

Personal interviews were usually successful but inter-

viewers often had difficulty leaving.

Many lonesome people were happy to have

a visitor.
Elderly persons in first and later links frequently had forgotten their
previous addresses or their apartment number.

In some cases well over a year

had elapsed between moving in and the time of the interview.
often supplied incorrect addresses and apartment numbers.

City directories

We have no way to

determine if the misinformation was a deliberate attempt to mislead the interviewers.

Interviewers generally had difficulty making themselves understood,

especially one foreign student who spoke with a French accent, and frequently
had a hard time understanding and recording responses.
Locked apartment buildings frequently prevented access to second and
third link addresses.

An equally serious obstacle in tracing the vacancy chain

was rapid tenant turnover since the chain vacancy, making it hard to contact
the appropriate parties.

Rapid turnover made it equally hard to use city

directory data.
One team completed 67 successful interviews in 99 attempts and 14 successful telephone interviews in 23 attempts.
duced completed questionnaires.

Half of the six mail contacts pro-

The high number of initial refusals for first

link interviews at the public high rises are excluded from these figures.

Twin Towers Apartments, Minneapolis

The interview team that started out at the Twin Towers expected that
early links in the vacancy chains would show a strong initial impact on the
housing market near the project at 24th Street and 5th Avenue in south
Minneapolis and that the project's effects would be widely dispersed in later
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links.

The 254 unit project opened in 1971.

and April, 1972.

Interviewing was done in March

The three interviewers each attempted to study 25 of the

vacancy chains created when the project opened in early 1971.
was asked:

"(1) What was your last address?

Rented or owned?

Apartment or home?

who lives there now?
Why did you move?

Each respondent

(A) What type of housing was it?

(B) When did you move?

(C) Do you know

(D) Did you stay anywhere else before moving here?

(3) What do you like about living here?

(2)

What do you dislike?"

One interviewer found that 16 of her 25 chains ended with the first link
because she was unable to trace the chain any further.

In seven cases new

people had already replaced the occupants who had filled the vacancy from Twin
Towers; four chains ended because of failure to contact residents in three
tries; in three cases turnover rates were too high to locate the person who
first filled the vacancy (e.g., hotel, rooming house); one resident refused to
cooperate; and one chain was based on erroneous information supplied at Twin
Towers.

The biggest obstacle to studying the chains was the rapid turnover of

housing units.

High turnover made it difficult to trace people who had

moved into a vacancy a year earlier but had moved out in the meantime.

This

observation contrasts sharply with chains from the next study, 630 Cedar Avenue,
which started earlier but were easier to trace because of lower turnover rates.
There were 72 chains traced from Twin Towers to either valid or invalid
ends.

These chains averaged 1.7 links in length, whereas the 22 chains which

reached valid ends averaged 2.0 links (Table 4).

These values are almost iden-

tical to corresponding measures for 630 Cedar Avenue and the Hillcrest and
Highland projects.
The rate of success in reaching valid ends in 22 of 72 cases is lower
at 31 percent than the rate at 630 Cedar (39 percent), Highland (36 percent),
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or Hillcrest (59 percent).

Some of these differences certainly arise from

differences in the diligence of interviewers.

Yet the higher success rates

at Hillcrest and at 630 Cedar may mean that it is easier to trace chains to
valid ends in stable law-turnover neighborhoods, or into neighborhoods where
public action is forcing residents out and demolishing the housing.

TABLE 4.--VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY TWIN TOWERS
APARTMENTS, MINNEAPOLIS
•••••••••••••••

Chain Length
(Links)

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

1
2
3
4
5

35
26
10
1

6
10
6
-

Total

72

22

1.7

2.0

Avergge
Length
(links)
Source:

All
Chains

Original interview data.

Plotting the addresses on maps also allowed us to compute average
lengths and the locations of move origins in terms of their distances from
the CBD (Table 5).

First link moves averaged only 1.3 miles.

The Housing

Authority has built subsidized housing for the elderly at scattered locations
throughout low income areas of the city so that most eligible people have a
project near them.

The low average distance for first link moves reveals that

residents of Twin Towers came from the project's immediate neighborhood at the
edge of the CBD.
(Figure 2).

The map of first link origins documents the same observation
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TABLE 5.--MOVE LENGTHS AND ORIGIN LOCATIONS

Position
of Move
in Chain

1st
2nd
3rd
4th

link
link
link
link

Source:

IntraMetropolitan
Moves

71
33
9
1

Average
Move Length
(Miles)

1.3
3.0
3.7
-

Average Distance
Between Origin
and CBD (Miles)

2.0
3.1
3.1
-

Original interview data.

Not only did the Twin Towers residents come from neighborhoods nearby
the towers, their former homes averaged only 2.0 miles from downtown.

Past

the first link, however, the impact of Twin Towers' vacancy chains disperses
to other quarters of the metropolitan area and beyond as the chains themselves
terminate with valid or invalid ends.

The first link vacancies that were

transmitted the longest distances went deep in south Minneapolis.

There is

evidently a need for subsidized housing for the elderly throughout south
Minneapolis yet the projects are concentrated near the core of the city.

In

the Hillcrest and Highland Apartments, occupants typically moved outward from
the CBD whereas most Twin Tower residents ended up closer to downtown.
One interviewer reported an unusually large number of untraceable
chains terminated on lower Portland Avenue at the edge of downtown.
people were much harder to trace and usually lacked telephones.

These

They contrast

with chains leading south of Twin Towers.
Again, Twin Towers residents mentioned law rent as the principal
attraction of the towers, and a desire to stay in the general neighborhood as
the reason for selecting Twin Towers instead of other projects.
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Residents complained repeatedly of freeway traffic noise (the eightlane I-35W runs right past the towers), the distance to bus lines, and a lack
of gardening and yard activities.

There is mainly concrete around the

building.

Research Procedures:

Twin Towers

Initial interviewing was delayed because project officials were reluctant to permit interviewing in the towers.

This obstacle was removed when

officials learned that the directors of the housing authorities of Minneapolis
and St. Paul had authorized the study and asked the cooperation of high rise
social workers.
Each of the three interviewers tried to study 25 vacancy chains.

The

interviewers identified herself or himself, briefly explained the project,
asked the resident's cooperation, then asked the survey questions.

Copying

the names of residents from a list of names and apartment numbers posted near
the mail boxes was an aid to tracing the chains.

Even though interviewers did

not ask residents for names, several refused to be interviewed.

Several more

requested and read the letter of introduction explaining the study.

The

large majority were friendly and cooperative.
The second contacts, at the end of link 1 and the start of link 2, were
attempted by telephone using the Polk City Directory for 1971 and the telephone
directory for 1971-72.

People who were reluctant to supply information over

the phone usually cooperated when the interviewer explained the project
further and offered to make a personal visit.
If a name could not be obtained from the Polk Directory the interviewers
went to the address, copied the name from the mailbox if possible, tried a
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personal contact and interview, or tried a telephone interview if no one
was home.

A chain was labeled untraceable after three failures to contact.

The interview team consisted of two women and one man.
interviewing alone.

Each did his or her

The women had virtually no difficulty gaining the re-

quired interviews from Twin Towers residents whereas the man was turned down
10 times in 20 contacts the first day and 8 times in 27 contacts the second
day.

Approximately 90 percent of the residents in the towers are women and in

the fall of 1971 a lady had died after being beaten in her apartment.
left her apartment door open to the hall.

Residents had been warned

She had
repeatedly

not to let strangers in.
Because of high turnover in the towers, it was often difficult to identify the original occupant of the apartments and occasionally a chain ended
without completing even the first link.
leases.

Caretakers maintain only the current

In addition, even when the original resident was still in the apart-

ment, he often could not recall his previous address.

630 Cedar Avenue, Minneapolis

The high rise project for the elderly at 630 Cedar Avenue in south
Minneapolis was finished in late 1970.

The Minneapolis Housing and Redevelop-

ment Authority selected occupants from long waiting lists and the project was
fully occupied in November, 1970.
1972.

We interviewed residents in March and April,

Like the St. Paul projects, persons are qualified for public housing in

Minneapolis after six months of residence in the city, provided their income
is no more than $3,500 for singles or $4,200 for couples.
Lansing's study began with relatively expensive new housing and then
traced the rather long vacancy chains down the economic scale as vacancies
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percolated downward and as families moved up to better houses.

In this

study, however, as in the other Twin City projects, low rent is the main
appeal of the new high rise public housing for the elderly, so subsequent
links in each chain would be expected to show families with somewhat higher
incomes than those in the first links.
First link addresses are heavily concentrated in south central
Minneapolis (Figure 2).

The Minneapolis Housing Authority uses a single

waiting list and eligible applicants are given a choice of projects when
space becomes available.
or open.

Applicants usually specify a project either planned

Several new projects opened up in various areas of Minneapolis be-

tween 1969 and 1971.

With locations to please all it is understandable that

630 Cedar drew people mainly from south and central Minneapolis.

The residen-

tial mobility literature suggests that migrating families tend to select new
residences in familiar areas or areas close to the old address.

Yet the first

link moves averaged a distant 3.5 miles, while second link moves averaged 2.1
miles.

Evidently people prefer short moves to familiar surroundings but the

low rent incentive will compensate for significantly longer moves.

Residents

in north, northeast, and southeast Minneapolis show little interest in crossing
the river or moving through the downtown to reach public housing in nearby
south Minneapolis.

Other projects in north and east Minneapolis (east of the

river) are perceived as closer to residents in those areas.

Yet far-flung

residents in south Minneapolis readily move many miles to 630 Cedar Avenue,
mainly because there are no intervening public housing opportunities in far
south Minneapolis.

Perhaps because Cedar Avenue is a major south Minneapolis

route to downtown and well-known to Minneapolis residents, the project is more
visible and more attractive to a wider market than a more isolated project
might have been.

Miles

2419 6 2433 FIFTH

630 CEDAR AVENUE SOUTH — FIRST LINK

AVENUE SOUTH — TWIN TOWERS — FIRST LINK

3Ist 6 BLAISDELL AVENUE — CHARLES L. HORN TOWERS — FIRST LINK

.E1lame

1

? ?

?
Miles

Miles

630 CEDAR AVENUE SOUTH — SECOND LINK

2419 6 2433 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH — TWIN TOWERS — SECOND LINK

3Ist 6 BLAISDELL AVENUE — CHARLES L. HORN TOWERS — SECOND LINK

Figure 2
VACANCY CHAINS FROM HIGH RISE HOUSING
FOR THE ELDERLY IN MINNEAPOLIS

Miles

2419 6 2433 FIFTH AVENUE SOUTH — TWIN TOWERS — THIRD LINK

Miles

630 CEDAR AVENUE SOUTH — THIRD LINK
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The second link addresses are quite dispersed, but drastically diminished in number.

The third links are too few in number and scattered in

location to reveal any distinctive geographical pattern (Figure 2).
The average chain length for all 88 chains was a short 1.6 links.
High interview failure rates at the second and third link addresses reduced
to 34 the number of chains that could be traced to valid ends.

The average

length of the completed chains was 2.0 links (Table 6).

TABLE 6.--VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY
630 CEDAR AVENUE, MINNEAPOLIS

Chain Length
(Links)

All
Chains

Chains traced
to Valid Ends

1
2
3
4
5
6

49
28
8
2
0
1

11
15
6
1
0
1

Total

88

34

1.6

2.0

Average
Length
(links)

Source:

Original interview data.

Cheaper rent was invariably offered as the reason for moves into the
project although poor living conditions, undesirable neighborhood and the
difficulty of maintaining a house were mentioned.

Residents liked the high

rise building and complained only occasionally of the lack of bathtubs, the
neighborhood, and the "colony of old people" environment.
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Research Procedure:

630 Cedar Avenue, Minneapolis

The team of three interviewers determined that the dates of moves into
the vacancies created by the occupation of the project were often within the
same month or the next month.

The average length of time between occupants

was measured for the 88 chains.

There were 43 dwellings vacant more than a

month producing 159 vacancy-months.

Excluding vacancies of less than a month,

the average vacancy per link in all chains was 3.7 months.

The interviewers

concluded, therefore, that at least a six-month lapse between the opening of a
project and the reconstruction and examination of its vacancy chains would be
needed to create valid ends.

By working with the 18-month lapse which preceded

their study, additional turnover makes too many chains impossible to trace to
valid ends.
Before interviewing began at any Minneapolis public housing project,
permission was requested from the director of the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment Authority.

The interviewers anticipated that the elderly residents

at 630 Cedar Avenue might be reluctant to cooperate and so they enlisted the
help of the MHRA resident council.

Notices were circulated through the pro-

ject that the interviewing would begin and most residents were friendly and
cooperative.

Perhaps the lack of suspicion is related to the building's

proximity to the University West Bank Campus and residents' frequent exposure
to and contact with university students.
Interviewing was done over several days.

When the weather was warm and

sunny, most residents were away from their apartments; on cold and rainy days
almost all residents were home and glad to be interviewed.
Interviewers asked:
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1.

What was your previous address?

(Exact street address, apartment

number and nearest cross-street, plus any further information that
will help us contact the new resident there - phone number, name,
etc.).
2.

What type of dwelling was your previous address?

3.

What was the date that you moved?

4.

Why did you move?

5.

What specific things do you like or dislike about your present
dwelling?

Interviewers learned that long-winded introductions and justifications for the
study caused residents to become impatient with what was perceived as an invasion of privacy.

Previous address and apartment numbers were requested first

so the interview could be terminated if the response was inadequate.

Many

residents became suspicious of being further investigated when they learned that
the interviewers would visit their old address.
Following the 88 first link personal interviews at 630 Cedar Avenue,
these interview techniques were used to track down later links.

Telephone

interviews were made using the reverse telephone directory with listings by
street address but many addresses in the vacancy chains were unlisted because
residents lacked telephone service, or phones were disconnected, or numbers
were incorrect.

The 35 phone calls completed to the correct parties produced

33 successful interviews.

Excluding first links, 53 face-to-face contacts

with the correct parties yielded 37 successful interviews.
mail questionnaires came back.

Only one of 27
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Charles L. Horn Towers, Minneapolis

The 501 unit Horn Towers project opened in Fall 1971 at 31st and
Blaisdell Avenue in the center of south Minneapolis.

Residents occupied the

three 22 story towers between September and December, 1971, and the interviewing took place in March and April, 1972.

A sample of 46 vacancy chains were

studied by a team of two.
Each questionnaire asked: "What was your last address?
directly or stay someplace else between moves?
What type of housing did you live in before?
like about living here?

What do you dislike?

Did you move here

When did you move in here?
Why did you move?

What do you

Other comments?"

Interviewers heard almost unanimous praise about the apartments and
about the entire project.

The three towers are set in a spacious ground level

court landscaped with trees, fountain, reflecting pools and benches.

In-

door common areas include an auditorium, game rooms, craft rooms, and a pool
table room for men that seemed busy all the time.

On the social worker's

bulletin board activities were scheduled nearly around the clock, from sewing
circles to try-outs for male quartets.
Only one person seriously complained about the Towers.
that she disliked being treated like an old person.

She reported

Another disliked the

garbage disposal chute and the appearance of the rough concrete on the first
floor.

Another resident felt his apartment was a bit cramped for space.

The

locked main door irritated another, and one person found it difficult to meet
people.

One person wished she had more closet and storage space, and also

complained of the difficulty in getting taxi service.

None of the residents

mentioned transit although Horn Towers is located a block from Lake and
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Nicollet, one of the principal outlying transit nodes in the city of
Minneapolis.

Most residents had lived in the Towers about six months and

the interviewers felt the time was too short for a valid positive or negative
reaction by the residents.

The two most favored attributes of the project

were the low rent and the good maintenance of the buildings.

Some residents

volunteered that they liked the quietness of the Towers compared to the noise
at their previous addresses.

Some enjoyed being away from children, the view

from the high rise windows, and the chance to live comfortably alone.

Many

residents expressed great interest in the courtyard and anxiously awaited the
blossoming of the trees and the prospect of a green space for their use.

The

unlit outdoor parking lot caused some comment but was lighted while interviewing was underway.
The second link addresses were confined mainly to the area between
the Towers and downtown, a zone bounded by Hennepin on the west, Chicago on
the east, 42nd Street on the south, and the downtown (Figure 2).

Horn Towers

definitely spread its first round of effects into its immediate neighborhood.
The Towers drew few occupants from farther away because of the competitive
attraction of other projects in those neighborhoods.
moved directly into the high rise.

All persons interviewed

None had been displaced by public action.

Many said they had been on the waiting list for years when their name came up
and they were glad to move to the high rise.
One man moved into the Towers from two blocks away to get-away from a
poor neighborhood.

Another man moved from another project for the elderly

for the sake of "bettering himself."

With that exception, plus one man who had

sold his house, all residents had come from low rent private apartments, rooms,
and relatives' homes.
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The impact of the Horn Towers on the local housing market was geographically concentrated and of short duration.

The average length of 46 sample

chains was 1.4 links, and for the 13 chains traced to valid ends the average
was only 1.5 links (Table 7).

TABLE 7.--SAMPLE VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY
CHARLES L. HORN APARTMENTS, MINNEAPOLIS

Chain
Length

Total
Average
Length
(links)

Source:

All
Chains

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

29
17

6
7

46

13

1.4

1.5

Original interview data.

Charles L. Horn Towers, Research Procedures

The Horn study, like the others in public housing, had been cleared
with the director of the Minneapolis Housing and Redevelopment Authority.
At the project site, permission and cooperation was again sought from the
project director and the resident social worker.

Explaining the study to

residents at a resident council meeting, after introduction by the social
worker, proved the easiest way to allay suspicion and gain resident cooperation.
A team of two men working separately studied 46 chain starts.

The

variation in success of the interviewers in completing second link interviews
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after first link contacts (11/21 vs. 6/25) underscores the limitations of the
data.
More diligent questioning (many addresses gathered at the Towers
proved wrong or were incorrectly recorded) and tracking down chain ends would
have improved the data but the Horn data adds little to the general picture
from other projects.

Sample Vacancy Chains from Private Town Houses: Riverview
in Coon Rapids and Green Leaf in Apple Valley

The average cost of new single family houses built between 1969 and
1
1971 in the Twin Cities area was over $37,000.
period sold at an average price of $32,000.

New,townhouses in the same

These prices ran well ahead of

the median prices for older owner occupied houses in the Twin Cities in 1970
(Table 8).
In contrast to the low rent public high rise projects, the new higher
priced single family houses and townhouses serve quite a separate portion
of the housing market.

The extremely short vacancy chains that were created

by the public housing led through housing occupied by low income elderly and
low income young -- people at the extreme ends of the family life cycle.
Their housing needs seem to be as limited or more limited than their income.
When new public high rise units open up, the vacancy chains can trickle
down only a short distance because the housing is being constructed for people
already consuming housing at the extreme bottom end of the housing inventory.
By definition, therefore, there can be little upward adjustment in housing
circumstances by families and persons moving into housing vacated by high
rise residents.

1Metropolitan Council. Trends in New Housing:
Report No. 5. St. Paul: December, 1972.

1969-1971.

Housing
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TABLE 8.--MEDIAN VALUE OF OWNER-OCCUPIED HOUSING IN 1970;
AND IMMIGRATION TO THE TWIN CITY AREA
1965-1970: SELECTED TWIN CITY DATA

Area

Median Value of
Owner-Occupied
Housing, 1970

& of Persons Five
Years and Over Living
Outside SMSA in 1965

Total SMSA

$21,500

13

Anoka County
Coon Rapids
Fridley
Balance

$21,900
20,000
23,500
20,100

13
14
14
13

Dakota County
South St. Paul
Balance

$23,500
19,200
24,700

16
6
18

Hennepin County
Bloomington
Brooklyn Center
Brooklyn Park
Crystal
Edina
Minneapolis
Minnetonka
Richfield
St. Louis Park
Balance

$21,900
26,100
22,200
23,400
21,200
38,100
17,900
29,200
22,500
22,100
25,300

14
18
11
19
10
17
13
17
12
11
15

Ramsey County
Maplewood
Roseville
St. Paul
Balance

$20,200
21,700
25,900
18,600
23,200

11
10
13
9
16

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census. Census of Pupulation and
Housing: 1970 CENSUS TRACTS. Final Report PHC (1)-132
Minneapolis-St. Paul, Minn. SMSA Tables H-1, P-2.

When expensive housing is built, it is usually occupied either by
newcomers to the area, thereby transmitting the vacancy outside the region,
or it is occupied by a family that is upgrading its housing consumption.

As
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the vacancy created by an expensive house trickles down, it has much farther to go than does the vacancy from the public units so the observed
vacancy chains should be much longer.

Lansing et al, in their study of 3,545

vacancy chains, found that the more expensive the new house, the longer is
the average vacancy chain (Table 9).

TABLE 9.--MEAN LENGTH OF VACANCY CHAINS BEGINNING
WITH OWNER-OCCUPIED AND RENTER-OCCUPIED HOMES
FOR WHICH INFORMATION IS COMPLETE

Owner-Occupied Housing
Value
Under $15,000
$15,000-$19,000
$20,000-$24,999
$25,000-$34,999
$35,000 and more

Average
Chain Length
2.2
2.6
3.0
3.8
3.3

Renter-Occupied Housing
Average
Monthly
Rent
' Chain Length
Under $100
$100-$124
$125-$149
$150-$199
$200 and more

1.7
1.9
2.0
2.7
3.2

Source: John B. Lansing et al. New Homes and Poor People:
Study of Chains of Moves, Ann Arbor: Institute for Social
Research, 1969, pp. 17, 115.

A

Thus, many people can improve their housing indirectly as a result of the
construction of a new expensive housing unit, whereas the principal consequence of constructing a new low priced unit is that the average quality of
housing is raised at the tail end of the housing cycle.
A two-man study team reconstructed and compared the vacancy chains ,
produced by two similar housing developments located about equal distances
from the Minneapolis CBD (Figure 3).

Identical single family houses at

the Riverview Development in Coon Rapids, and the Green Leaf Development in
Apple Valley, built by Orrin Thompson with the same eight models using identical interiors, exteriors, floor plans, and only minor differences in the
quality and type of woodwork, allowed us to control the style, price, and
size of the houses while we studied differences in the vacancy chains.

The

•Blaine •Circle Pines

Figure 3
IDENTICAL SINGLE FAMILY DETACHED HOUSES
AT RIVERVIEW AND GREEN LEAF

*Riverview

• Dallas, Texas
• Shaker Heights, Ohio
• Denver, Colorodo

•• Burnsville
• Apple Volley
• Riley Lake
*Green Leaf

• Aurora, Illinois
• Capitol Heights, Maryland
• Edmonton, Alberta
• Rolling Meadows, Illinois
• St. Louis, Missouri
• Sioux Falls, South Dokoto
Aides
• Appleton, Wisconsin
• New York, New York
ORRIN THOMPSON GREEN LEAF — FIRST LINK
,

ks

ORRIN THOMPSON RIVERVIEW — FIRST LINK

•Bloone

•
•
•
•

Iowa City, Iowa
San Antonio, Texas
Ann Arbor, Michigan
Chicago Heights, Illinois

ORRIN THOMPSON RIVERVIEW — SECOND LINK

1 ?

?

?

miles

Wes
ORRIN THOMPSON GREEN LEAF — SECOND LINK

ORRIN THOMPSON RIVERVIEW — FOURTH LINK

s

1 ?
M5
ORRIN THOMPSON RIVERVIEW — THIRD LINK

ORRIN THOMPSON GREEN LEAF — THIRD LINK

woo.
ORRIN THOMPSON GREEN LEAF — FOURTH LINK
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model home base prices at Green Leaf ranged from $27,550 to $34,650, while
the range at Riverview was $25,950 to $32,650.

Trim differences and locational

advantages of all kinds account for a difference of $1,525 in the mean prices
of the different models at the two locations.

Riverview is closer than Green

Leaf to the Minneapolis CBD, but Green Leaf is closer to the airport, the
freeway system, the largest prestige housing area in the region, and lies
well within one of the area's major growth corridors directly south of
Minneapolis.
Initial links in the sample were drawn from lists supplied by the Orrin
Thompson company of the most recent occupants of the two developments.

Using

a random number table, 25 addresses were chosen from Riverview and 25 from
Green Leaf.

If an initial interview was impossible, the next nearest house on

the block was contacted.
In tracing a chain to its conclusion, a valid end was a demolition, a
vacancy, a termination outside the metropolitan area, or a unit still occupied
by some of the former residents.
valid ends.

Each link in a chain answered the following questions:

was your last address?

What type of housing was it?

How long had you lived there?

"What

When did you leave it?

What was its value or monthly rent?

the age of the household head?
their ages?

Only 4 of the 50 chains terminated with in-

What is

How many children do you have and what are

Why did you move?"

The occupants of both Riverview and Green Leaf were at similar stages
in the life cycle.

Though the families at Green Leaf had slightly more

children, both developments housed mainly young families (Table 10).
First link families gave predictable reasons for their move to Riverview or to Green Leaf.

If the move was not for "business reasons," families

moved because they "always wanted a house," "thought it was a good investment,"
or "needed more room.
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TABLE 10.--AVERAGE AGE OF HOUSEHOLD HEAD
AND AVERAGE NUMBER OF CHILDREN,
GREEN LEAF AND RIVERVIEW CHAINS, 1972

Riverview
Link

1
2
3
4
Source:

Average
Age

Green Leaf

Average No.
of Children

30.0
29.8
44.0
38.5

Average
Age

1.52
1.31
.66
1.50

Average No.
of Children

31.4
27.3
30.8
36.5

1.92
.64
.85
.50

Original interview data.

The biggest differences between the two developments are between the
fraction who came from out of town and the fraction who came from rented
quarters.

Of the 25 sample families at Green Leaf, 9 or 36 percent had

come from outside the metropolitan area compared with only 3 families or
12 percent at Riverview (Figure 3).
much more than a coincidence.

This extraordinary difference seems to be

Whereas new Riverview housing sends most of

its first round of effects to north Minneapolis and the north and northeast
suburbs, over one third of the sample of new vacancies at Green Leaf were
grabbed by newcomers to the Twin Cities, almost as though they were steered
into one section of the area and away from others.
Conversations with salesmen at both Green Leaf and Riverview tended to
confirm the suspicion that Green Leaf residents were more mobile and of a
slightly higher socioeconomic class than Riverview.

Three of the Green Leaf

interurban migrants had been told that "south is the place to live."

One of

the three was specifically told by a former Minneapolis resident that the city
was"growing south."

Riverview drew most of its residents from the north side

and Green Leaf transmitted most of the remainder of its vacancies to south
Minneapolis and the south suburbs.
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If this differential impact of new vacancy chains persists between
north and south side housing developments it partly explains why a "soft"
apartment rental market persists across the northern part of the metropolitan
area.
Moreover, unbalanced information tends to be self-reinforcing and selffulfilling.

Newcomers to the area who work in rapidly expanding public and

private enterprises are likely to have more opportunities to re-transmit the
information which they received and used.

If one sector of the metropolitan

area can succeed in capturing a large share of metropolitan newcomers, it may
lead to a continuing monopoly of the fresh talent in the area.
If a disproportionate share of new metropolitan housing is built on the
south side, even a larger share of newcomers will settle there.

If, on the

other hand, we argued that the Minneapolis metropolitan housing market should
be an open system and that we wanted to make more single family houses available to young middle class families, a northern location would produce faster
results than a southern location.

Indeed, because of the way in which the

various housing submarkets are valued in peoples' heads, it is likely that a
reduction in construction of new housing in the south (presumably the southwest) suburbs, would just drive up prices in those areas, even faster than
they have been rising.
Almost half the Green Leaf residents had previously owned their homes
compared to slightly more than a third at Riverview (Table 11).

The Green

Leaf group, which contained a large share of newcomers from out of town, paid
more for their houses than Riverview families, had previously paid more rent
when they rented, and probably had higher incomes.

The trickle down of

housing units to lower income groups and the corresponding movement upward of
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families to higher priced housing is especially evident in the steady decline
of average rents in successive links in both sets of vacancy chains, even
though rents in the Green Leaf chains generally remain higher than those
created by Riverview.

TABLE 11.--PERCENTAGE OF RESIDENTS WHO RENTED AT THEIR
PREVIOUS ADDRESS: AVERAGE RENT
PAID AT PREVIOUS ADDRESS
Percentage Who
Previously Rented
Link

Riverview

1
2
3
4

64
100
100
100

Source:

Green Leaf

Monthly Rent at
Previous Address:
Riverview

52
79
100
100

Green Leaf

$186
152
142
146

$192
156
163
147

Original interview data.

Average chain lengths for each development averaged a short 2.1
links (Table 12).

TABLE 12.--SAMPLE VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY RIVERVIEW
DEVELOPMENT IN COON RAPIDS AND BY GREEN LEAF
DEVELOPMENT IN APPLE VALLEY

Chains Traced to Valid Endsa
Link

Riverview

Green Leaf

1
2
3
4
5

9
10
3
2
1

11
8
1
4
1

Total

25

25

Average
Length
(links)

2.1

2.1

aFour chains reached invalid ends because information
was incorrect or because the resident would not coopperate. Source: Original interview data.
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These are shorter averages than might be expected except that interviewers
in the Lansing study traced vacancies between cities until the chain ended with
a demolition, a consolidation, or a permanent vacancy.

The maps of the links

in the chains show a concentration of Green Leaf first and second links in
the southern part of the area, and of Riverview first and second links in
northern neighborhoods (Figure 3).

By the third link, what vacancies remain

are scattered into several areas of middle class housing in the Twin City area.

Riverview and Green Leaf:

Research Procedures

There are several research methods which could be used to trace
vacancy chains that are triggered by the construction of housing units.

One

method which requires no personal interviewing uses the annual Polk City
Directory to trace the links in the chain.

There is a strong possibility

that in the case of rental units which turn over rapidly the Polk Directory
will miss occupants because it is compiled annually.

Other occupants go

unlisted by refusing to fill out the Polk questionnaire.

Another method of

tracing vacancy chain addresses uses the street address telephone directory
which is published semi-annually but can miss occupants without telephones,
with unlisted phones, or who live at an address too short a time to be listed.
Neither directory method supplies much useful information about the housing
unit or the occupants so personal interviews were used to trace a sample of
the vacancy chains created by the Green Leaf and Riverview projects.

When

it was impossible to conduct a personal interview, the Polk Directory and the
telephone directory were consulted to permit telephone interviews which
were successful in 8 out of 11 attempts.
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The fact that 46 of 50 chains were traced to valid ends may mean
that mature male graduate student interviewers can handle personal interviews
with greater confidence and diligence than can undergraduates.

It may also

be the case that new home buyers are wealthier, less timid, better educated,
and better able to understand the nature of a study being conducted by persons
quite similar in age and background.

s A Sample of New Single Family Detached Homes, Mounds View

Three additional private housing developments were studied in addition
to the comparative analysis of Riverview and Green Leaf.

The first of these

was a group of 15 new single family detached houses in Mounds View studied in
Spring of 1972 (Figure 4).

Mounds View was selected because the lone investi-

gator had been living in the area for several years and watching the rapid
residential expansion in suburbs north and northeast of Minneapolis.
At each house questions were asked about the location of the last
residence, why the resident had moved, and what the resident liked about the
new house.

The questionnaire was hand carried to houses less than two and a

half years old on Bona Road, Woodlawn Drive, and Hillview Road in the village
of Mounds View.
There is a clear tendency in the multiple link chains for moves to progress from an apartment or duplex to a house.

Rarely are moves made in the

other direction (Table 13).
Although the small sample size makes generalizations difficult, the
lengths of the vacancy chains from Mounds View are clearly longer than
those from the public housing projects (Table 14).

All chains averaged 2.5

links, whereas the chains traced to valid ends averaged a somewhat longer 2.9
links.

It seems likely that chains with invalid ends, if they could be traced
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to valid ends, would prove to be longer than the chains which were traced
to valid ends.

^
TABLE 13.--SEQUENCES OF DWELLING TYPES LEADING TO
SINGLE FAMILY HOUSING, MOUNDS VIEW

Chain

Sequencea

1
2
3
4
5

A-H
H-H
A-A-H
A-H
H-H-H-H

6
7
8
10

A-H
A-A-A-H-H
T-H
H-H-H-H
A-H

11
12
13
14
15

A-D-H-H
D-H-H
D-H
-A-H
A-H-H-D-H

a
Sequence runs from left (earliest) to right
(Mounds View). A - apartment; H - single family
house; D - duplex or double bungalow; and
T - trailer.
Source:

Original interview data.
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TABLE 14.--VACANCY CHAINS: NEW SINGLE
FAMILY HOMES IN MOUNDS VIEW

Length

1
2
3
4
5
Total
Average
Length
(links)
Source:

All Chains

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

3
7
1
2
2

1

15

8

2.5

2.9

4

2

Original interview data.

The fifteen first link vacancies moved an average of 8.5 miles.

The

second links, many of which went into higher density areas closer to the downtowns and to houses within short distances, averaged only 4.9 miles.

The

five third links averaged 2.4 miles but the small sample is probably unrepresentative.

The average move for all 29 links was 6.7 miles.

People moving

from apartments to houses appeared willing to move greater average distances than people moving between houses or between apartments (Table 15).
The longer moves from apartment to houses (7.9 miles) may indicate a willingness to extend the search process when initial home ownership is involved.
In terms of vacancy chains, if these data are representative, and there were
few apartments near the new houses, single family homes have the most widespread geographical impact when purchased by former apartment dwellers.
The maps disclose much more dispersion of vacancies than was shown by
the public housing in the central cities or by the Riverview and Green Leaf
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developments.

People moved to Mounds View from just about every direction

except north, but none of the first link vacancies moved out of the five
county metropolitan area.

TABLE 15.--AVERAGE MOVE DISTANCES BETWEEN DWELLING TYPES

Move Type

Number

Apartment to house
Apartment to apartment
Apartment to duplex
Duplex to house
Trailer to house
House to house
House to duplex

8
3
1
4
1
11
1

Source:

Average Distance
(miles)

7.9
6.7
3.0
5.2
10.0
6.5
6.0

Original interview data.

The most frequently mentioned reasons for moving
into a house in Mounds View included:

into a house or

'wanted more room" (five replies),

"wanted a house" keight replies), and "wanted a new house" (six replies).
Residents in the Mounds View homes studied were generally in their late
twenties and thirties with young children and in need of more room for their
growing families.
The chains of vacancies led through fairly high quality housing.
• Vacancies were filled quickly.
which led to apartments.

Turnover was especially rapid for chains

Apartment dwellers moved much more frequently

than homeowners.

A Sample of New Single Family Detached Houses
Mounds View: Research Procedures

The interviewer introduced himself, discussed the study, then asked
his questions.

When residents were away from home, a second or third visit
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was made until contact was made.

The fifteen prior addresses were mapped,

and a routing scheme was devised to minimize travel cost.

Residents who were away from

made to each of the second link addresses.
home were later contacted by telephone.

Visits were then

The same procedures were used uttil

the chains ended with a vacancy, a move out of the metropolitan area, or an
interview failure.

A total of 29 moves or links were traced.

The longest observed chains involved five addresses or four links.
The major reason for the brevity of most chains was interview failure
(Table 16).

TABLE 16.--REASONS WHY CHAINS ENDED

Number of Chains

Reason

4
4

Vacant dwelling
No forwarding address
Uncooperative resident
Unable to contact resident
Trailer moved
Vacancy moved outside metro area

1
1
4

••••••11

Source:

Original interview data.

The interviewer discovered, as did interviewers in the Twin Towers
public housing project, that people were more willing to respond when he was
dressed casually than when he wore a coat and tie.

Perhaps in the former

garb he looked less like a salesman.
People were rarely home between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.

Response was

good between 5:00 p.m. and 10:00 p.m. but darkness at these hours made it
difficult to find streets and dwellings.
interviewing.

Weekends were the best times for
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A Sample of Orrin Thompson Townhouses in Apple Valley

One of the most important developments in the Twin Cities housing
market in recent years has been the prominent rise of the townhouse.

Up to

1972 virtually every major residential builder was heavily involved in their
construction.

V. Donnay, O. Thompson, Dreyfus (Jonathan), Shelter Corporation,

and Pemtom, among others had entered this market.

Initially they concentrated

on the $20,000 to $26,000 market although some townhouses sold for as high as
$60,000.
Orrin Thompson's townhouses in Apple Valley in spring 1972, selling in
the low to mid-twenties were typical of townhouses in this urban area.

Resi-

dents of 142 Street Court had moved in during the previous November and
December, and those on 146 Street Court moved in during February and March,
A single interviewer contacted 22 townhouse owners in these two clusters

1972.

during April, 1972, and traced the vacancy chains connected to those houses.
The occupancy of the townhouses transmitted the first link vacancies
to all parts of Minneapolis, Saint Paul, and the inner and outer suburbs.
Only one vacancy moved out of the area,

immediately going to Florida (Figure 4).

Except for 3 addresses in nearby Burnsville, there is little concentration of
the vacancies in any zone of the urban area.
The most important finding, in the opinion of the interviewer, was a
demonstration of the explicit niche that townhouses occupy in the family life
cycle.

Of the 22 households contacted only one was an older couple moving from

a large home to a smaller one.

All the other families were young and had just

left an apartment.
The pattern of chain lengths resembles those of the Green Leaf and
Riverview developments and other middle class housing surveyed.

Chains traced
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to valid ends averaged 2.0 links, whereas those with invalid ends also
averaged only 2.0 links (Table 17).

TABLE 17.--VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY A SAMPLE OF
ORRIN THOMPSON TOWNHOUSES IN APPLE VALLEY

All Chains

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

1
2
3

5
11
6

2
6
2

Total

22

10

1.6

2.0

Chain Length

Average
Length
(links)
Source:

Original interview data.

Chains usually ended with interview failure (12 cases).

Valid chains

ended out of town (8 cases) and with manages and parents' homes (2 cases).
Following up the out of town links and the interview failures would certainly
have extended the average length of all chains.

A Sample of New Shelter Patio Homes at Lakebridge
Estates in Inver Grove Heights

Shelter Patio Homes are townhouses in fourplexes but are designed in
such a way that the buildings have the appearance of a large and expensive
single family house.

Driveways and garages for each unit, cleverly concealed

on separate sides of the buildings plus the careful siting, spacing and landscaping, make the Lakebridge development one of the most unusual and creative
in the Twin Cities housing market.

The houses are owner-occupied.
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interviewers contacted the Lakebridge residents just

A team of three

a few months after they had moved in.

Each resident was asked:

of housing unit are you currently living in?
What type of housing was it?

"What kind

What was your previous address?
Because of the short

and why did you move?"

1972, many of the

time between occupancy and the interviewing in April,

vacancies had not been transmitted as far as they might have been if the
interviewing had been done later.

Of the 28 chains studied, 25 reached valid

ends (Table 18).

TABLE 18.--VACANCY CHAINS CREATED BY A SAMPLE
OF SHELTER PATIO HOMES AT LAKEBRIDGE
ESTATES IN INVER GROVE HEIGHTS

Chain Length

1
2
3
4
Total
Average
Length
(links)
Source:

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

All Chains

8
11
6
3

8
8
6
3

28

25

2.1

2.2

Original interview data.

Eight chains led to vacant units ready for the next occupants.
cases the chains ended in parents' homes.

In 13

This fraction, 13 of 28, is far

higher than in any other vacancy chain sample.

Evidently the Lakebridge

Patio Homes are transmitting vacancies into a portion of the St. Paul and
suburban housing market that normally serves people at very early stages in
the family life cycle.

In addition, the purchase terms must have been
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attractive because most of the Patio Homes mentioned cost advantages of
Patio Homes:

13 volunteered that "they were wasting money on rent," or

"rent was getting too high," and 5 wanted to own something or thought the
house was a good investment.
monthly payment.

One resident bought a Patio Home to reduce his

It is unclear if there is a link between the frequent

chain ends in parents' homes and the above average concern with the price
and other financial aspects of home ownership.
Four chains ended out of town, but none of the first links led directly
out of the area.

In contrast to Green Leaf, the Lakebridge Patio Homes serve

a decidedly local market.

The role of advertising is unknown.

Three chains

led to invalid ends because the interviewer failed to contact residents after
repeated trials.
Almost all moves to Lakebridge Estates were from apartments.

The

heaviest area of draw was between the development and downtown St. Paul
(Figure 4).

Residents at Lakebridge were mainly young marrieds.

The few

exceptions were some single girls, elderly couples, and other singles or
widows.

In almost all cases, the attraction was the low price.

Second and

third links, to the extent they could be traced and mapped, show a decided
concentration in the South St. Paul area, with only marginal spill-over into
the Minneapolis area.

Dow Tower and Hopkins Village Apartments, Hopkins

The City of Hopkins, an old and stable city west of Minneapolis, has
recently been engulfed by extensive suburban growth from the Twin Cities.

The

city lies in the midst of the vigorous and historic western growth corridor
which extends to Lake Minnetonka and recently beyond.

With an old commercial
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core and rapid suburban growth this city must simultaneously face problems
brought on by an aging core and the pressures of suburban development.
Certain problems have developed earlier in Hopkins than in other
suburban communities and the attempts by Hopkins to deal with these problems
will be closely watched by other communities like Robbinsdale, Wayzata,
Excelsior, Savage, Shakopee, Chaska, Bloomington, Hastings, Newport,
Stillwater, Anoka, Champlin, and others.
In the area of publicly-assisted housing for law and moderate income
housing, Hopkins has been the leader outside the central cities.

Two projects,

Dow Tower and Hopkins Village Apartments, are completed and occupied.

This

report examines some of their impacts.
Dow Tower:
Dow Tower is a 76-unit, 7-story senior citizen public housing project.
The researcher examined the residents' housing applications to acquire
previous addresses of residents, previous housing type, and specific reasons
for the move.
About 65 percent (48 of 75) of the Dow Tower residents are from Hopkins
(Table 19).

Applicants for the project are not obliged to be from Hopkins.

TABLE 19.--PREVIOUS ADDRESSES OF DOW TOWER
RESIDENTS - SPRING, 1972

Area

Bloomington
Chaska
Edina
Excelsior
Fridley
Golden Valley
Hopkins

No. of
Households

1
1
1
1
1
1
48

Area

Long Lake
Minneapolis
Minnetonka
Mound
St. Louis Park
St. Paul
Wisconsin

Total..... 75
Source:

Original interview data.

No. of
Households

1
4
3
1
10
1
1
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Over half of the Dow Tower residents (36) previously lived in apartments, 4 rented houses, 7 rented other space, 7 lived with relatives or
friends, 7 had trailers, 2 lived and worked at Glen Lake Sanatorium, and 12
owned their homes.
area.

Eight of the owned homes were in the Hopkins renewal

Two homes were below standards.

one-room, non-winterized cottage.
for their owners.

One was sinking.

The other was a

Two previous homes were financial problems

One was out of state and valued at less than $3,000.

Another was subjected to a public assistance lien.

At least a third of the

vacancies created by the 76 new units were transmitted to valid ends in the
first link.

The others had the customary effect of raising the average

quality and lowering the average price of housing for the low income elderly.
About half (or 37 of 75 residents) moved to Dow Tower because their
previous housing was too expensive for their fixed incomes.

Twenty residents

previously lived in poor quality housing, housing to be condemned or housing
located in a renewal area.
Hopkins Village Apartments:
Hopkins' second publicly-assisted housing project, Hopkins Village
Apartments, is an 11-story, 161-unit FHA 236 apartment project for low and
moderate income families.
funding.

Land came from local urban renewal without federal

The project was privately sponsored.

The project contains units that are Fair Market Rent, Basic Rent, "Rent
Supplement Rent, and Welfare Rent.

Applicants for housing can qualify by

meeting certain income limits set by FHA for Hennepin County.

The income

limits for a family or individual applicant varies depending on the number of
persons in the family, age of the applicant in some cases, income of the
applicant, and net worth or assets of the applicant.
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Fair Market Rent is paid by tenants who do not qualify for public
assistance but who want to live in the building and pay a regular rent.
Three units were Fair Market in spring, 1972.
Basic Rent is for low and moderate income persons who qualify if their
income falls below a scheduled level for their family size.

The applicant's

net worth is unimportant for Basic Rent applicants. Only their income and
Age limits do not apply so that young and old (62 years

household size counts.
and older) can qualify.

Eighty-seven units were Basic Rent in spring, 1972.

Rent Supplement Rent applies to those who meet family size, age, income,
and net asset limits.
income.

Monthly rent is set at 25 percent of the household's

There were 59 units on Rent Supplement Rent and the Welfare Department

paid the rent on 11 more units.

Six of the Basic Rent units had children, as

did one Rent Supplement and two welfare units.
The first links in the vacancy chains created by the Hopkins Village
Apartments, according to information supplied by the building's resident
manager, were transmitted to a widely-scattered set of locations (Table 20).
Like the Dow Tower, there is no requirement that applicants for the Hopkins
Village Apartments be residents of Hopkins.
The major lesson from the Hopkins publicly-assisted housing programs is
•

that the metropolitan area, the State of Minnesota, and nearby states are
immediate beneficiaries of these municipal projects.

At Dow Tower fewer than

two-thirds of the residents moved from a Hopkins address.
Apartments the fraction dropped to one-third.

At Hopkins Village

Certainly some long-time

Hopkins residents had been staying temporarily outside Hopkins while awaiting
access to the projects.

But the major message is that metropolitan support,

coordination, and monitoring should accompany private and municipally sponsored
projects which provide direct metropolitan rather than local benefits.
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TABLE 20.--PREVIOUS ADDRESSES OF RESIDENTS OF
HOPKINS VILLAGE APARTMENTS - SPRING, 1972

Area

No.

Area

No.

Area

No.

Bloomington..
Buffalo.-Chaska.....
Crystal......

2
1
2
1

Hopkins...... 54
Long Lake.... 2
Mankato...... 1
Minneapolis.. 34

St. Louis Park.... 14
St. Paul.......... 3
1
Shakopee....
1
Stillwater...• •.

Evan.........
Excelsior....
Forest Lake..
Hamel
.
..

1
1
1
1

Minnetonka...
Mound........
New Hope.....
Robbinsdale..

9
2
1
1

Wayzata........... 3
Florida, Illinois. 2
No Information.... 22

Total..... 160
Source:

Original interview data.

Two New Private Apartment Buildings:
and Cedars-St. Paul

Cedars-Edina

Our final study covered new upper income apartments, one in the
southwest suburb of Edina and another similar project on the east side of
St. Paul.

The studies were run side by side to measure the quantity and the

location of new housing construction on the metropolitan housing market.
Cedars-Edina:
A two-man team asked a sample of 52 residents their previous address,
their occupational status, their age, marital status, and reason for moving
into the Cedars-Edina Apartments, 4101 Parklawn Avenue in Edina.

Most resi-

dents were under 30 years of age, professionally employed earning up to $1,000
a month.

Half were married and half single, widowed or divorced.

One of the first trends noticed was the significant number of interurban
migrants in the Cedars-Edina (Table 21).
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TABLE 21.--PERCENT OF MOVES BY LENGTH IN
CEDARS-EDINA VACANCY CHAINS

Link

0-5
Miles

5-12
Miles

55%
37

14%
38
1

1
2
3
Source:

Minnesota

2%
2

Out-of-State

Total
Moves

52
13
3

29%
23
2

Original interview data.

Nearly 29 percent of those sampled came from outside the metropolitan area.
Of these, 64 percent were professionals with upper incomes.

A further survey

of all 119 units revealed that 23 percent of all residents came from outside
the metropolitan area and almost always came to the area because of a job
transfer.
Besides the 29 percent immigrants, another 55 percent of the residents
came from within 5 miles.

These two sources supplied 84 percent of the

residents.
Excluding interurban moves, other apartment buildings provided 55 percent
of the first link residents.
childless couples.
.

They usually were younger, and often single or

They wanted a location change, a new landlord, different

neighbors, more space, or more benefits for rent paid.
Of the 24 percent of the first link residents who previously owned
houses, they were usually older and often widowed.
bedroom house on two acres.

One replied, "Large five

Too large for me!"

Second link moves that could be traced were similar to the first.
Marital status and age are nearly identical (Table 22).

Interpretation of

second link responses is limited because only 14 valid responses were obtained
for 52 chains.

High vacancy rates (perhaps indicating overbuilding in the
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luxury apartment submarket) and a high rate of uncooperative residents made
most chains hard to trace (Table 23).

TABLE 22.--AGE AND MARITAL STATUS OF RESPONDENTS, CEDARS-EDINA CHAINS
Marital Status

Age
Link under
30
1
2
3

55%
57
-

Source:

30-55

over 55

37%
43
_

8%
_
_

Total

Single

51
14
-

41%
41
-

Married

Divorced

45%
50
40

10%
9
20

Widowed

Total

51
12
5

4%
_
40

Original interview data.

TABLE 23.--CEDARS-EDINA VACANCY CHAINS

Length

All Chains

Chains Traced
to Valid Ends

1
2
3

28
19
5

15
14
4

Total

52

33

1.6

1.7

Average
Length
(links)
Source:

Original interview data.

To summarize, this particular exclusive apartment building attracted
two basic types of people:

young mobile individuals and couples, and pros-

perous retired, or self-supporting individuals or couples without family
responsibilities.

The young often are entering a new stage in the life cycle,

having just left their parents' homes or moved from another apartment.

The

older residents have often moved from a single family house in the suburbs and
want to remain near familiar suburban amenities.
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In contrast to the long chains and filtering down that was documented
in Lansing's study, the luxury suburban Cedars-Edina Apartments, to the
extent they could be traced, sent vacancies mainly to locations elsewhere in
the suburbs and to other cities.

Little interaction with other parts of the

metropolitan area could be documented.

More diligent second and third round

interviewing might have uncovered different patterns.

It is puzzling why

these apartment residents were so suspicious and uncooperative compared to
the highly successful studies of homeowners at Green Leaf, Riverview and
Mounds View.
Cedars-St. Paul:
A second two-man team studied a sample of 50 vacancy chains originating
at the Cedars Apartments of St. Paul located at 1276 Wilson Avenue, east of
downtown St. Paul, right off of U. S. Highway 12 (lwisan Road).
has three levels with 34 units on each level.
produced their previous addresses.

The building

A random sample of 50 residents

Residents were also asked what type of

housing it was, their reasons for moving, and what they like about their
current address.
good results.

Face-to-face interviews and telephone interviews yielded

Interviewers were intimidated by apartment managers in four

cases past link one, and in four other cases chains were terminated because
residents wanted the interviewers to stay away from the earlier addresses.
Two were divorced women, one was running away from home, and the fourth was
wanted on a bench warrant.

Addresses were gleaned from city directories but

visits were not made.
Only a few links provided clear evidence of economic degeneration or
trickle-down of housing.

The remainder were people who moved from similar

quality housing but sought privacy.

The Cedars Apartments was the only
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building visited which had a security system.

Either the caretaker or a

resident had to release the outside lock to admit interviewers.
Of the 50 first-link addresses, 32 led to St. Paul, 13 to Minneapolis,
and 5 out-of-town.

Compared to Cedars-Edina, the St. Paul project taps a

Twin City-wide market and snares few newcomers to the area.

Of the 14 second

links that could be traced, 11 ended in St. Paul and 3 of the vacancies went
out-of-town.

Only 4 vacancies remained at link 3, with 3 still in St. Paul

and 1 out-of-town.

Eleven chains ended in vacant or destroyed housing.

The

rest ended out-of-town or with an interview failure.
The 50 original chains led to 53 prior addresses:

20 (38%) went to

single houses; 23 (43%) went to apartments; 9 (17%) went to duplexes; and one
went elsewhere.

Compared to the 24 percent in Cedar-Edina who previously

owned homes, coupled with the low immigration rate, the 38 percent in CedarsSt. Paul illustrates how the St. Paul project serves mainly a local market of
more traditional consumers.
The main reason given by first link residents for moving into the CedarsSt. Paul was quality construction and the facilities available.

The two main

fields of attraction to the Cedars-St. Paul run to the north and east into
the Lake Phalen, White Bear Lake, and Maplewood areas.

The other area of

attraction runs almost straight west with several vacancies transmitted
immediately into central Minneapolis, but, the project mainly serves a St. Paul
market.

##########
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